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Keeping Up with Network Changes

Key Benefits

• Increases network uptime and availability by eliminating hu-
man errors

•  Reduces operating costs by automating administrator tasks

•  Ensures Service Level Agreement (SLA) compliance with policy-
based deployments

•  Identifies unused network resources for capacity planning

•  Enhances security and productivity through role-based delega-
tion
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How NetChange Works

The Benefit of NetChange

Knowing what devices are on the network, taking inventory of switches and switch 
port usage and distributing configuration changes across groups of network swit-
ches are typically time-consuming, labor-intensive chores. Personnel costs are high. 
Moreover, costs skyrocket when configuration errors happen. Even the most trivial 
configuration error can cause prolonged downtimes, can consume lengthy, unplan-
ned troubleshooting sessions, can allow hackers access to your network or can vio-
late your company’s compliance rules.

Network change automation technology solves these problems, and more. Change 
automation accurately discovers and identifies devices. It learns myriads of details, 
from switch names to switch port allocations. It uses policies and rules to configure 
device settings. It intelligently alerts you to problems and issues that it finds on the 
network. And network change automation painlessly documents your network’s 
configuration settings.

EfficientIP’s NetChange automates a network administrator’s switch and device ma-
nagement responsibilities. With it, an administrator can centrally control an entire 
network’s configuration settings. NetChange enhances uptime and availability, re-
duces skilled resource personnel expenses, helps avoid unexpected troubleshooting 
efforts and supports capacity planning efforts. You can use it to authorize, monitor 
and track configuration changes. Furthermore, NetChange boosts security, accoun-
tability, compliance and productivity.

Virtually every company has at least one network downtime horror story that it would 
very much like to forget. But the effect of the downtime on the company’s profitability 
remains indelibly recorded in the accounting ledgers.
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Automating Network Administration

Cost reduction

Automating the configuration of a network dramatically decreases the time and expense that skilled 
personnel devote to network administration tasks. Instead of changing each switch’s configuration 
settings one device at a time, an administrator can address all switches (or just designated switches, 
at the administrator’s option). Tedious configuration changes that used to take most of a person-day 
to accomplish can be performed in just a few minutes. The network automation software ensures 
that the desired change is consistently applied across all affected switches, and the administrator 
gets virtually instant feedback that the changes are not only complete but also done correctly.

EfficientIP’s NetChange automates network administration chores and provides immediate and si-
gnificant savings in skilled resource personnel expenses. 

Reducing Downtime and Minimizing Security Risks

Because the network automation software ensures that the changes are consistently applied across 
all designated switches, the network administrator can have confidence that the newly-configured 
communication links work properly. The administrator also has some assurance that the configura-
tion changes have not inadvertently created a security gap for hackers to take advantage of.

NetChange helps minimize errors and misunderstandings, and it boosts uptime and availability. It 
minimizes security risks. With NetChange, you also avoid stumbling into unplanned, resource-drai-
ning troubleshooting sessions.

Documenting the Network for Compliance and Audit Purposes

Network automation software should support virtually all device models. It should have a learning 
algorithm for new devices, and the network automation software vendor should distribute frequent 
updates with specific support for new devices.It should use thresholds that you set to monitor 
network devices for error conditions. The software should give you useful, informative reports that 
document the network, should aid in capacity planning and should detect unknown devices that are 
using your IP address spaces.

NetChange documents your network in ways you’ll especially appreciate. Because it organizes and 
simplifies network administration, you can use NetChange to authorize, monitor and track configu-
ration settings on a network-wide basis. The result is enhanced security, accountability, compliance 
and productivity.

Centralizing Network Administration

EfficientIP’s NetChange quickly and accurately discovers network devices, and it gleans a wealth of 
detail about switches on the network. Through the NetChange central console, an administrator can 
control device configurations across an entire network, for all switches or for designated groups of 
devices.

NetChange also allows administrators to easily delegate the configuration of switches to their teams 
and therefore control network deployment.
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How NetChange Works

NetChange uses a special set of protocols to discover and configure network devices. These pro-
tocols are Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP), Extreme Discovery Protocol (EDP), Link Layer Discovery 
(LLDP) and Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) v1/v2c/v3. NetChange is quick and res-
ponsive, yet it uses the network sparingly. 

It learns such details as: switch names, port numbers, MAC address, VLAN numbers, DNS names, IP 
address, port speed, duplex transmission (half or full duplex), interface slot, VLAN of the interface, 
status (up or down), POE (capable/Watts used), uplink port IDs...

NetChange also tracks and reports on port occupancy and thus helps you reclaim unused ports and 
perform capacity planning.

For a particular designated group of network switches, or for all switches, NetChange configures 
VLAN allocations, port trunk assignment, port access, 802.1x parameters, port speed and duplex, 
port description and shutdown or activation of a port.

For new devices, NetChange contains a self-learning algorithm. Furthermore, EfficientIP distributes 
frequent new-device updates to NetChange.

NetChange offers Advanced Network Data Reconciliation Management:

•  Tracking changes, detecting unauthorized MAC addresses, and executing quick and accurate 
troubleshooting

•  Reallocating unused IPs and network interfaces to avoid purchasing useless, costly devices

•  Identifying non compliant switch configuration and deployment

NetChange’s SmartAlerts notify you when network conditions exceed thresholds that you set. The 
thresholds can be quite simple, or they can be quite sophisticated. For example, you might want 
NetChange to notify you when a DHCP occupancy rate is greater than 80% in a range of IP addresses 
that you’ve devoted to VoIP devices.

NetChange’s comprehensive reports and helpful audits will improve your capacity planning efforts, 
let you reclaim unused ports and IP addresses, track and document network configuration changes, 
correct inconsistent switch settings, detect IP address conflicts and monitor bandwidth for uplink 
ports. NetChange will also highlight unknown devices that are using your IP address spaces.

The Benefit of NetChange

EfficientIP’s NetChange is an easy, comprehensive approach to automating network configuration. 

•  Increases network uptime and availability by eliminating human errors

•  Reduces operating costs by automating administrator tasks

•  Ensures Service Level Agreement (SLA) compliance with policy-based deployments

•  Identifies unused network resources for capacity planning

•  Enhances security and productivity through role-based delegation
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